Dr. Ross named to fill top post in Course V

By John Erskine

Dr. John Ross has been appointed as Professor of Chemistry and head of the Department of Chemistry at the Institute for a five-year term, Dean Jerome W. Wiesner of the School of Science announced this week.

Dr. Ross, who is an experimental physicist with the Cosmic Ray Laboratory, received his degree in 1948. During graduate study at MIT, where he was an atomic accelerator by MIT is being questioned by one of three three county commissioners.

By Mike McNeil

The retaking of Exness county property in Middleton for construction and operation of a linear electron accelerator by MIT is being questioned by one of the three county commissioners.

Pratt questions land purchase

Cor. C. F. Holmes Pratt wants MIT to move its planned project to the North to prevent it from interfering with the Middleton Industrial Farm for professors. Pratt backs a plan whereby the county board would sell MIT the land where the Industrial Farm buildings and two barns are located if MIT will buy land within the county and erect a comparable medium-powered electron accelerator.

The accelerator will cost an estimated $6.4 million, with $4.6 million being paid by the Atomic Energy Commission.

Last draft test soon

June 1 is the deadline for applicants for the Selective Service Exam. This will be the last test offered this year, and should be taken during the regular testing.

New foreign adviser

Chamberlain appointed

MIT has announced the retirement of Professor Paul A. C. B. Wiesner of the School of Science and the Department of Electromechanical Engineering. His appointment was announced jointly by Jerome W. Wiesner, Dean of the School of Science, and Gordon S. Brown, Dean of the School of Engineering.

Dr. Leitvin has been associated with the Research Laboratory of Electronics and the Department of Biology since 1950. His work has centered in a background in medicine, pharmacy, biology and instrumentation. He has been a hospital intern, a neurologist, and senior psychiatrist at the Mankato State Hospital.

Leitvin named professor in both courses VI, VII

Dr. Jerome Y. Leitvin will become Professor of Communication Physiology, with faculty association in both the Department of Biology of the School of Science and the Department of Electrical Engineering of the School of Engineering.

His appointment was announced jointly by Jerome W. Wiesner, Dean of the School of Science, and Gordon S. Brown, Dean of the School of Engineering.

Dr. Leitvin has been associated with the Research Laboratory of Electronics and the Department of Biology since 1950. His work has centered in a background in medicine, pharmacy, biology and instrumentation. He has been a hospital intern, a neurologist, and senior psychiatrist at the Mankato State Hospital.

Mr. Chamberlain

Chamberlain has been appointed as President of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He came here in 1939 from Brown University as an Instructor in English, later became Associate Professor in the Department of English and History, then an associate professor in the English Department.
Two dozen new and topical Vintage paperbacks are now available at the Coop's Book Department. The Vintage Russian Library also has two new titles.

The Viet-Nam Reader. An essential collection of articles, documents and statements edited by Marcus G. Raskin and Bernard B. Fall. $2.45

Beat The Dealer. A revised edition of Edward O. Thorp's enormously successful winning strategy for the game of Twenty-One. $1.95

Gideon's Trumpet. By Anthony Lewis. The story of Clarence Earl Gideon, whose Supreme Court petition changed our criminal code. $1.95

Anti-Intellectualism In American Life. Richard Hofstadter's compelling survey of the idea of anti-intellectualism. $2.45

Gift From The Sea. By Anne-Morrow Lindbergh. This highly praised series of essays is an answer to the conflicts of our times. $1.45

Vietnam: Between Two Truces. Jean Lacouture's widely acclaimed in-depth analysis of all phases of Vietnam. $1.95

Who Speaks For The Negro? Robert Penn Warren's moving and sensitive interviews with Negro leaders and others. $1.95

A Man For All Seasons. By Robert Bolt. The inspiring, prize-winning drama about the reluctant martyrdom of Sir Thomas More. $1.45.

The Genius Of American Education. By Lawrence Cremin. The author of "The Transformation of the School" discusses purpose in education. $1.65

Apologies To The Iroquois. Edmund Wilson's account of the lively and tragic world of the modern Iroquois Indians. $1.95

The Oyst永 Of Loomisre., By Eleanor Clark. A unique and fascinating account, and winner of the National Book Award in 1965. $1.65

The Oysters Of Locmariaquer. By Eleanor Clark. A unique and fascinating account, and winner of the National Book Award in 1965. $1.65

The Analytical Engine. By Jeremy Bernstein. An essay on computers—past, present and future—by a skilled physicist and writer. $1.65

The Making Of The English Working Class. A controversial, beautifully written study by E. P. Thompson. A Vintage Giant. $2.95

Existence And The Existent. Jacques Maritain, the greatest living Catholic philosopher, outlines his concept of the true existentialism. $1.65

Compulsory Mis-Education And The Community Of Scholars. Paul Goodman's challenging critique of American education. $1.95

The New Radicals. Edited by Paul Jacobs and Saul Landau. A Collection of writings reflecting the radical mood among today's college students. $1.95

The Don Flows Home To The Sea. By Mikhail Sholokhov. This novel concludes the story begun in "And Quiet Flows The Don." $2.45

Manifest Destiny And Mission In American History. Frederick Merk's study of public opinion, assessing Manifest Destiny's role. $1.95

The Primor On Employment And Wages. Walter Galenson's concise and lively primer describing labor market economics. $1.95

Ten Keys To Latin America. Frank Tenenbaum's informed and searching analysis of Latin American history and character. $1.65

Law, Liberty And Morality. By H. L. A. Hart. A discussion of law's function in enforcing the moral convictions of the community. $1.25

The Primer On Employment And Wages. Walter Galenson's concise and lively primer describing labor market economics. $1.95

The Conduct Of The Corporation. Wilbert Moore's eye-catching look at the modern business corporation and the corporate image. $1.65

Apologies To The Iroquois. Edmund Wilson's account of the lively and tragic world of the modern Iroquois Indians. $1.95

The Don Flows Home To The Sea. By Mikhail Sholokhov. A masterpiece of Soviet literature by the 1965 Nobel Prize-Winner. $2.45

The Image of Chekhov. Forty stories by Anton Chekhov, presented in the order in which they were written. $1.95

Russian Short Stories: A Bilingual Collection (Vol. 1). Five magnificent short stories, in Russian with English translations. $1.95
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Faculty votes to avoid 5-7 pm class meetings

In a unanimous vote of the MIT faculty at its Wednesday meeting, a motion was passed to eliminate the evening scheduling of classes between the hours of 5-7 weekdays and from 1 p.m. Saturday until 8 p.m. Monday.

Dean of Student Affairs Kenneth W. Wade emphasized the vote was taken on an "innocent motion" and represents no binding rule to which the faculty would be bound. An intent motion merely indicates a strong desire by those concerned to follow the content of the motion.

These courses which are listed "to be scheduled" in the course listings would be immediately affected by the change. These include many seminar and humanities courses which frequently meet at odd times depending on the schedules of those participating.

To teach Course X

Two professors cited

Prof. Hottel

College Manager, Rm. 112, 31 Park Avenue South, N.Y.C., 10010.

For Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry

Davidson Jewelers of Kenmore Square

Guaranteed Repair Service

518 Commonwealth Ave.
CO 7-0017

For computer-programming experience?

A. If so, then we need YOU. Opportunities for summer and part-time work, both on- and off-campus. Please send resume to:

The AMREC Organization, 111 Bay State Rd., Boston, Massachusetts, 02215.

An Agency of TSE, Inc.

Stereo Components

Tape Recorders

Get our big system discount

Arkay Sales Co.

1029 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston Phone 734-7855

Elsie's

Noted for the best sandwiches

to eat in or take out

FAMOUS ROASIT BEEF SPECIAL

SANDWICH--BAKEDURST--

BRATWURST WITH SAUERKRAUT

"and die falsen Wurstens"

FREE DELIVERY

7:00 pm to 10:00 pm

71 Mass. Ave., Cambridge

9-4782

Phil. & Claudette Marxel

Cell: For Sale

Call BE 2-7506

HI 5-9231

Central War surplus

433 Mass. Ave.

Central Square, Cambridge

'67 Class Rings

Building 10 through

Fri. May 20

$10 Deposit

Large Variety

Of Luggage

Trunks at Lowest Prices

USN Foot Locker $8.95

Metal Army Type

(excludes)

USA

Sea Bags $1.98

Duffle Bags $2.98

Brand New

Immediate Free Delivery

On All Luggage
Letters to The Tech

Re-awakening

To the Editor:

Congratulations on your perceptive, temperate editorial on "A.P.

Although I have no more specific information about this than you do, I am sure you are correct in your assessment. Undoubtedly, the question of whether or not to make a political statement in the...
Summer Employment
New England's best known real estate firm has openings for several students for summer sales work in recreational land program. Short hour, evenings and weekend afternoons. Learn real estate business while earning. Salary and bonuses. For interview call personnel director.
Town & Country Homes, Inc.
1161 Boylston Street, Boston
267-2145

END OF TERM ROCK 'N ROLL & FOLK BLAST featuring THE CLOUDS
MIT STUDENT CENTER — SALA DE PUERTO RICO SUNDAY, MAY 22 — 5 P.M. - 11 P.M.
ADMISSION FREE
Including Exhibition Dancing From Many Countries

GRADUATION EVE
JUNE 9 — 8:30 P.M. 'TILL
A VARIETY PARTY IN THE STUDENT CENTER FOR SENIORS, GRADUATES, PARENTS AND FRIENDS
featuring:
In the Sala de Puerto Rico —
THE GLENN MILLER ORCHESTRA
DOC EDGERTON & PROF. TEAGER
THE MIT LOGARYTHMS
In the Lobdell Room —
THE BRANDYWINE SINGERS
THE OXFORD STREET STOMPERS

Admission $1.00 — Refreshments Included
Tickets on sale thru Thursday, May 24, in Building 10; available at Incomm office, Student Center Room 401, from May 24 until June 9.
Sponsored by the Class of 1966

17 named
Osiris announces members
Osiris, an honorary dedicated to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology named after the Egyptian Death God, has announced this year's senior members.
They are John Adger, Kenneth Ault, Bert Blewett, Charles Bredehoeft, William Byrn, Charles Bay, Jon Feinberg, Bob Feinzer, Carl Jones III, Tom Jones, Mike Kishand, William Moss III, Dave Poupy, Keith Stolzenbach, and Jack Turner.

SELF HELP: Students, faculty wires -- up to $100 per week part time, career possibilities, training provided. Phone 642-1207 any day between 6 and 8 P.M. for interview.

SUMMER ROOMS
For Rent
Cambridge Home
For Rent
Professor's furnished home — 8 bedrooms. available July 1. Lovely Cambridge location.
Call TR 6-3008

MOVING
For Estimate, Call:
UNITED VAN LINES
Wm. MacDonald agent
CO 6-3368

SALTY DOG SCRUBDENIM
Soft as a puppy, yet rugged as an old hound dog, Salty Dog, the original all-cotton Scrubdenim by Canton, today's most exciting fabric with the "lived-in" look. Ask for Salty Dog jeans, bell bottoms, CPO and penderosa shirts, shorts, and other casual wear by leading fashion makers at your favorite store.
SANFORIZED™

Plunk-out rates shown by Academic Comm: 18.60% ranks highest
The Committee on Academic Performance released to the faculty this week a statistical summary of plunk-out rates among undergraduate courses last term. Last term, 65% of all grades issued to undergraduates at the Institute were A or B. In addition, 25% were C, 6% were D, and 5% were E, F, or O. One per cent of the grades were incompletes.

18.60%. Introduction to Fluid Mechanics is the course claiming the leading failure rate at the Institute, with over 11%. All statistics are for courses with a minimum enrollment of 20 students.

Courses with failure rates between 9% and 12% were 8.711, Mechanics, 15.50, Management Information and Control, and 18.61. Introduction to Applied Mathematics.

Six per cent of the Junior Class was either disqualified from the Institute or placed on academic probation. The same fate befell 5% of the sophomores and of the seniors, and 6% of the freshmen.
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Alpha Chi Omega holds elections
Alpha Chi of Alpha Phi Omega held its semiannual election meeting Wednesday night. 35 active members chose the following of officers:
President — Gardiner Gay '67, Service Vice President — Ron Basen '68, Membership VP — Brad Chass '67, Social VP — Dave Wright '65, Treasurer — Bob Young '68, Publicity Director — Pat March '68, Publications Director — Roger O'Dell '68, Recording Secretary — John Koli '69, Corresponding Sec. — Carl Botzuto '69, Historian — Barry Blumenfeld '68.
movies...

Czech movie one of year's finest

By Bee Klaus

In 1942 the Jews of Czechoslovakia were systematically taken from their homes and jobs and deported to concentration camps. "The Shop on Main Street" tells the story as it happened in one small Slovakian town.

Tono Brtko, a poor carpenter, looks at the story from Tono's point of view. In Tono the viewer sees a gradual enlightenment as he becomes aware of the hatred outside her shop. The movie looks at the story from Tono's point of view. Tono the viewer sees a gradual enlightenment as he becomes aware of the hatred outside her shop. The movie looks at the story from Tono's point of view. The realization that the old woman is a human being makes 'Aryan controller' of Rosina Lautmann's small store.

Miss Kaminska, who is director of the Warsaw Jewish State Thea- ter, was exceptional in portraying the antithesis of the cruel world outside her shop. The fine acting of Miss Kaminska and Kroner as Tono's parents was responsible for making this film one of the year's finest. The polished acting of the supporting cast in addition to Miss Kaminska and Kroner together with the intriguing photography make this film one of the year's finest.
Talking Rock
By Don Davis

Asate radio listeners may have noticed that the Swingin’ Medallions’ song, “Double Shot” of My Baby Loves Me,” has changed since it was first played by Boston two weeks ago. The catchy lyrics of the song describe the plight of a guy whose girl has been gone for a long time. His condition after a slightly-too-much alcohol meal was “The original cut of the song had terms of ‘the world hungover I ever had’ and of ‘the love I ever felt’ and I finally passed out in her front yard.” The new version has “heartburn changed to ‘morning after’ and ‘loved’ changed to ‘hated’.”

Drama about life, gambling story — this week’s LSC movies
If you only have time to see one of them, without a doubt make it ’Entro the Creek’. This film is very different from the usual movies about life. The cast, handled by a director, the photography, and the directing are all excellent. Yet the most memorable aspect of this film is the music.

Audrey Hepburn’s face has the opportunity of admirer her film from Saturday. The Cincinnati Mill in a vivid portrait of a gambler, the gambler being Steve McQueen.

This is your chance, Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be somebody.


You turn off to a corner, alone, but within shouting distance of your fellows.

Sprite, so Taly and Tilling, we just couldn’t help it.

Who is your Ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.

Your Ideal date — such a person exists, of course. But how to get her processor 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take you to name and file an opinion of that many people? You would be matched with five ideally suited partners of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any area in the U.S.), so you might say you are using the Central Control for your evaluations. The five will be as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and background as possible.

Central Control in nationwide, but its programs are completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of rigorous and alert subscribers, all across the country. Most ideal dates, final dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and highly acceptable.

All five of your ideal dates will be delighted. So hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
By Tony Lima

The varsity lacrosse team got off to a strong start this year, with a win against Williams College.

The team started strong, and with a win against Williams, they are now 2-0 on the season.

By John Kopolow

The MIT varsity basketball team played a tough game against a hot Exeter squad.

Despite very good hitting, the frosh nine lost the final period saw Steve Ness' 85 left him three strokes

from the top for the Boston area this season.

An addition to the NCAA 1.6 academic requirement has

been proposed by MIT Athletic Director Ross H. Smith. The 1.6 rule, which would permit schools that have
done a number of teams, is currently under review.

The squad will compete against the European National Team, on a similar tour, and will visit the home of the Institute. Connecticut's cagers will the.

The men's and women's basketball teams will make a six-week tour of Europe this summer.

The tour will be sponsored by the People-to-People Sports Committee and is independent of any State Department funding.

The tour of the committee is organized by Frank Al. Walsh of San Francisco, and one of its members is Ross H. Smith, MIT Director of Athletics.

People-to-People was organized during the Truman Administration for the purpose of the International exchange of culture and athletics to promote better understanding among peoples.

The MIT basketball team was chosen to make the tour because of the international reputation of the Institute. Connecticut's cagers will the.
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